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TOFC Mission Statement

To provide a safe educational environment to
support the physical & mental development &
advancement of players aspiring to play at the
highest level of youth soccer.

TOFC Club Philosophy
The Coaches
“To train, develop, qualify & support more
innovative coaches who are excellent teachers of
the game”.

The Players
“To produce technically excellent & innovative
players with exceptional decision making skills”.

TOFC Playing Philosophy
Playing Philosophy:
TOFC will develop players to play the game of soccer with an
efficient, economical, measured, possession based approach
where pass quality combined with intelligent & timely support
play leads to progress & penetration through the thirds of the
field generating goal scoring chances IF counter attacking
possibilities are denied.
To defend effectively & efficiently a TOFC team should display
a controlled & assertive approach where all players contribute
& have a clear understanding of the tactical objectives being
used to regain possession of the ball.

TOFC 4 Moments of the Game
4 Moments of the Game :
The 4 moments of the game are the predominant factors
displayed by a TOFC team as it plays effectively.
By understanding the 4 moments of the Game we are striving
for a coach to better plan a training program that develops a
players ability to demonstrate and understand the 4 moments of
the game.
The TOFC technical team will be developing a curriculum for the
TOFC coaches to use that is focused around our Clubs
Philosophy & our Playing Philosophy.

TOFC 4 Moments of the Game
Attacking
Organization/Transition:
Intelligent soccer based on ball
retention &individual players
technical &tactical capabilities
&understanding.
An assured &varied technical
foundation in all players.
Tactically effective &controlled
use of possession.
Clear purpose in team play
centered around an attacking to
win approach.

Sensible adherence to the
‘principles of play’ in all phases
of the game.
Calculated &controlled changes in
tempo &an ability to blend an
orthodox approach with creative
unpredictability whilst always
acknowledging safety &risk
elements
Fair play in a competitive &honest
spirit.

TOFC 4 Moments of the Game
Defending
Organization/Transition:
Team defending is based on clear
understanding of the defensive
‘principle of play’.

Players are able to operate in a
man marking & a zonal defensive
structure.

All TOFC players show a defensive
mentality &understanding on the
loss of possession.

The team is capable of operating
in different modes of play, e.g.
defending early & defending
deeper.

The ball is regained by intelligent
& skilled effort, allied to group
&team understanding of tactical
objectives.
Players are aware & operate with
a clear appreciation of their ever
changing individual defensive
roles & responsibilities.

All individual &collective
defending is assertive but fair & is
undertaken within the laws &spirit
of the game.

TOFC Attacking
TOFC Attacking Strategy
All TOFC players must be able to
recognize, understand & employ the
necessary skill to:
Counter attack with speed,
control & directness into the
attacking third of the field to
produce strikes at goal. Defensive
security should be ensured whilst
a team counter attacks.
If opportunities for counter
attacking are denied, attacks
should be built through accurate
& controlled ball retention &
incisive use of possession.
Develop attacks from possession
in the defensive third with the GK
& defenders initiating attacks.

Expose space around opposition
defenders in order to receive the ball
& penetrate, creating goal scoring
positions in central approach areas of
the field.
Create opportunities to penetrate in
flank areas, providing accurate service
to players in the penalty area.
Vary the speed of attacking play to
suit the teams tactical objectives or
playing circumstances.
Retain possession of the ball in all
phases of play, changing the play to
less congested areas in order to
advance the ball.
Employ individual & combined
movements to create goal scoring &
goal providing opportunities in the
attacking third of the field.

TOFC Defending
TOFC Defending Strategy

All TOFC players must be able to
recognize, understand & employ the
necessary skill to:
Establish a tactically feasible first
defending line, e.g. front edge of the
center circle.
Construct a compact defensive unit of
at least 7/8 outfield players before
sustained team pressing commences.
Begin defending from the first
defending line to deny access to &
protect the team’s defensive third,
shooting & crossing areas.
Attempt to regain the ball on loss of
possession in the attacking half of
the field by applying pressure on the
ball holder & immediate pass outlets
as early as possible.
Mark, press & track key opponents
who are tactically significant suppliers
of the ball in the opponents attacking
play.

Allow no unsecured space behind
the defending line with defending
depth & essential GK support.
Tactically manage the space
between the back defending line &
the midfield unit, using holding
midfielder(s) to reduce the space
between the two units.
Control & direct opponents in
possession, where possible, into
strategically agreed areas &
positions within the defending half
of the field.
Recover quickly to regroup goal side
of the ball on loss of possession if
pressing is not tactically
appropriate.
Concede possession only when the
opponents establish composed &
controlled possession in their
defending half & it is not possible to
apply effective team pressure.

TOFC formation of play possession.

4.3.3. transitioning to a 4.5.1. (4.2.3.1.) when not in
Attacking shape:
Wingers conditioned to consistently make forays
forward.
Three pronged & dangerous attack with attacking
midfielders adding numbers to the attack.
Back Four with full backs slightly further forwards as
these are encouraged to join in attacks.
Central midfield three set up as a triangle with one
holding midfielder sitting above the central defenders.
Key positions:
Wide attackers are the work horses of the formation.
Although their defensive duties may be small at times
they will either provide genuine attacking options
when in possession as a 4.3.3. or they provide
defensive solidity to the midfield when out of
possession in a 4.5.1. (4.2.3.1.)
Attacking central midfielders must be conditioned to
support the lone central striker to ensure they do not
become isolated.
Wide defenders support the attacking play especially
when the ball is with the wide attacker on their side.
Advantages:
Very fluid formation providing good attacking options
but, providing players carry out roles, transitions into
a solid defensive formation when not in possession
giving good pressing options to create turnovers &
regains of possession.

TOFC formation of play not in possession.

4. 3. 3. transitioning to a 4. 5. 1. (4.2.3.1.) when
Defending Shape:
Wingers conditioned to consistently make recovery runs to
solidify the midfield.
With wide attackers making recovery runs, the central
striker acts as a lone striker when not in possession.
Back Four becomes compact with wide defenders
recovering & connecting with central defenders.
Central midfield three set up as a triangle but now with
two holding midfielders sitting above the central
defenders. This requires communication & conditioning in
the central midfielders.
Key positions:
Wide attackers are the work horses of the formation &
must be conditioned to effectively recover & connect with
midfield when possession is lost creating the 4.5.1.
(4.2.3.1.)
Attacking central midfielders must be conditioned to
enable them to recover & have 2 holding midfielders when
possession is lost & immediate pressure is not possible.
Quick recovery into 2 holding players will also help defense
if wide defenders are slow to recover.
Wide defenders must make good decisions on when to join
an attack as they will always have to recover & connect
with the central defenders when possession is lost.
Conditioning will be key.
Advantages:
If players are conditioned correctly & understand the
areas to recover to when possession is lost & immediate
pressure is not possible, this provides a lot of defensive

TOFC Player Attributes - Goalkeeper
Physical
Has the flexibility, agility & athleticism to
move around the field/goal with speed,
balance & co-ordination.
Quick reactions both in thought &
movement.
Has the power & strength to deal with
physical contact situations.
Tactical
Understands the principles of a good
start position both in & out of
possession.
Effective communicator using commonly
understood terms.
Has an appreciation for the state of the
game & adopts a no risk mentality.
Initiates counter attacking opportunities
for the team.
Good game understanding & decision
making.

Technical
Excellent handling skills.
Makes good decisions knowing when to
catch, deflect or parry.
Has the composure to pass & receive with
both feet.
Can pass the ball over varied distances
using many passing techniques.
Confident in dealing with crosses
especially in congested areas.
Psychological
Has the courage to dive at opponents feet
& smother the ball.
Demonstrates good powers of
concentration & is alert when called into
action.
Able to cope with errors & criticism.
Makes positive decisions & plays with a
presence.

TOFC Player Attributes - Defenders
Technical
Reads the game well & positions
effectively.
Understands when to mark opponents
from different distances according to game
circumstances.
Presses effectively, intercepting passes &
spoiling possession for the opposition.
Can defend in all 1 v 1 situations including
counter attacks.
Tracks opponents movements & is able to
pass players onto team mates if required.
Challenges decisively & fairly.
Can cover other defenders & mark spaces
effectively.
Runs with the ball into midfield & beyond
with composure when it is the right time to
do so.
Can play accurate passes into the midfield
forward players in front of & behind the
defending line.
Passes the ball with both feet using any
surface of the foot over a variety of
distances with deception & spin required.

Physical
Quick & explosive especially over short
distances.
Can compete aerially possessing spring &
timing when jumping to challenge.
Possess upper body strength for contact
situations.
Tactical
Understands how to defend individually &
collectively & the concepts of defensive safety
& risk.
Defends with composure & accuracy.
Reads & anticipates paly & makes good
decisions accordingly.
Supports, receives & plays in & from the
defending third with composure &
understanding.
Can move into midfield areas & combine play
intelligently with midfield players.
Psychological
Mentally adaptable & tactically capable in a
variety of defending circumstances.
Courageous & focused throughout the game.
Displays composure & competitiveness.

TOFC Player Attributes - Midfielders
Physical
Demonstrates excellent aerobic &
anaerobic capacity throughout the
game.
Possesses explosive speed over short
distances when both attacking &
defending.
Possess upper body strength for
contact situations.
Tactical
Understands playing the game side on.
Possesses excellent vision & awareness
& observes all options available.
Retains possession.
Can play with disguise.
Moves into goal scoring areas & scores
with varied techniques.
Recovers, presses, tracks & marks
when defending.

Technical
Available to receive the ball in all
circumstances.
Can receive, secure & protect the ball
when under pressure.
Turns with the ball in a variety of ways.
Uses a variety of one touch skills with both
feet over a wide passing range.
Delivers passes to forward players with
sensitivity & accuracy over a range of
distances.
Can beat opponents individually or
through combinations with team mates.
Strikes accurate shots on goal from up to
30 yards.
Psychological
Adapts playing style to the state of the
game.
Displays intensity & composure
throughout the game.
Has a positive, controlled competitiveness.

TOFC Player Attributes – Wide Player
Physical
Explosive acceleration & pace both in & out
of possession.
Shows speed endurance throughout the
game.
Agile with & without the ball.
Tactical
Where possible shows for passes behind the
oppositions defense in flank areas.
Eludes tight marking defenders to receive
the ball in flank areas.
Combines with support players to beat
flank defender.
Understands when to attack in field with &
without the ball to contribute to penetrative
play around the penalty area.
Performs a defensive support role.
Has a willingness to operate in defensive
situations & understands defensive
strategies & tactics.

Technical
Receives the ball & turns to attack
defenders
Can beat an opponent & dominate 1 v 1
attacking situations.
Provides accurate passes & crosses to
team mates in goal scoring positions
while moving at maximum speed.
Scores goals in a variety of ways using
different surfaces & skills.
Psychological
Positive approach to attacking opponents.
Determined & persistent to repeatedly
attack opponents.
Controlled & composed in the attacking
third to ensure quality of crosses, shots,
passes.

TOFC Player Attributes – Central Striker
Physical
Has explosive speed & agility over short & medium
distances.
Displays sustained speed over greater distances &
speed endurance throughout the game.
Has spring & timing to contest aerial challenges for
the ball.
Has the body strength & balance to hold off & ride
challenges.
Tactical
Shows as a passing outlet to defenders &
midfielders.
Understands how to position against & around
opponents to cause maximum disadvantage.
Makes calculated movements & adopts positions
that cause doubt in the defenders minds.
Has the awareness & ability to exploit spaces
between & behind defenses to receive passes in goal
scoring & goal providing areas.
Escapes man markers with timely movement.
Understands positional movement & how to move
opponents from good defending positions to bad
ones to allow others to exploit the space created.
Presses marks & tracks opponents as required.

Technical
Scores goals.
Can react to any incoming service &
finish with one or two touches.
Links with support players with one or
two touch play.
Protects the ball in tight areas & allows
movement of support players to take
place.
Turns with the ball to create passing &
shooting positions.
Effective 1 v 1 skills.
Psychological
Competitive & composed.
Willing to chase down forward passes
when delivered behind the opposing
defenders.
Adaptable & aware of the state of the
game.
Bravery in potential goal scoring
situations.

Yearly Training Plan
Year Training Schedule - TOFC
Overview:
July: Evaluations
August: Preseason Preparation Phase
September - Nov 20: Fall Season
December: Break
January - February: Preseason Preparation Phase
March - June 20: Season
Due to the Complexity of the Season - With the Season end date and
Evaluations being so close together, Athletes not having a true “break” at
the end of their season, having their only true rest or break phase in
December, we have created a very in depth training and injury prevention
protocol for all athletes and teams; Optimizing performance and
enhancing muscle movement patterns for developing athletes

Yearly Training Plan
Preseason Training:
1.) Physiotherapy Evaluation and customized exercise
prescription for Each player.
a.) Identify muscle imbalances or potential injury risks for
each
Athlete. For example, ACL injuries are quite common among
young athletes, and highly preventable through early
screening, education, and preventative and agility exercises.
b.) Provide athletes a list of exercises to be completed at
home and during their warmup/cool down, at each training
session.
2.) General Strength, Core Stability, Functional Movement
and Conditioning Training.
a.) On Field: Body weight, Balance and Stability circuits Enhancement of: Flexibility,

Yearly Training Plan
Preseason Training:

b.) On Field: Body weight, Strength and Power Circuits Enhancement of: Full body Strength
Core Strength Arm Strength Leg Strength Lactic Threshold
c.) Beach/Sand Training: Functional Movement and Dynamic
Strength Circuits. Enhancement of: Agility
3.) Technical Skills Training. Enhancement of:
Multidirectional movement patterns Functional, dynamic strength
Speed Endurance
Lactic Threshold
Footspeed

Yearly Training Plan
Preseason Training:
a.) Soccer Skill and Player Development
b.) Positional Play
c.) Game Knowledge and Performance Preparation.
4.) Speed Enhancement (Velocity) Training. a.) Technical Training:
- Understanding the differences between “Quick” and “Fast” and how
these movement patterns relate and connect to specific positional
play and sport performance.
- Understanding the mechanics of the body and muscle movement
patterns in order to run faster, jump higher, change direction sooner.
b.) Explosive muscle movement patterns:
- Understanding mechanics of specific movements to create more
Efficient,
coordinated, and explosive movements.

Yearly Training Plan
Preseason Training:
c.) Acceleration drills
d.) Dynamic Plyometrics
5.) Strength, Power, Speed Training
a.) PRIME Performance Gym,
Outline:
Sessions include intense short burst interval circuits including: Reflex and hand eye coordination drills
- Stairs, (Run and Jump variations)
- Push up/ Pull up Variations
- Med Ball Throw Variations
- Box Jump Variations
- Sprint Treadmills (WoodWay) - Watt Bike /VO2 Max
- Lateral and Dynamic Jumps.
- Full Body Dynamic Exercises:

Yearly Training Plan
Preseason Training:
Outline:
Sessions include intense short burst interval circuits including: - Reflex and hand eye
coordination drills
- Stairs, (Run and Jump variations)
- Push up/ Pull up Variations
- Med Ball Throw Variations
- Box Jump Variations
- Sprint Treadmills (WoodWay) - Watt Bike /VO2 Max
- Lateral and Dynamic Jumps.
- Full Body Dynamic Exercises:
i.) Burpee/ reverse Burpee Variations with plyo boxes.
ii) Med Ball Overhead: High Knee and Functional Movements

Yearly Training Plan
Preseason Training

1.Preseason Training will consist of an initial Training Camp with Physio
Prescreen and exercise prescription for all athletes’ knowledge and
awareness of any and all muscle imbalances, injury risk factors and
corrections, including Concussion prescreen.
These camps are designed to kick start the athletes in a highly social,
competitive and intensely condensed training environment where athletes
can begin to focus on themself, enhance their weaknesses, develop their
strengths and work on the many different aspects of their physicality
necessary to perform at the highest levels of sport.
These camps are also to promote team development, comradery and
chemistry amongst the different age groups, genders, and newly added
teammates.

Yearly Training Plan
Preseason Training:
Post the Initial Camp, Teams would continue to do 2 on field
sessions each week with their team/club coaches and one
specialty session with Brandt Fralick of PRIME. Additional
sessions are encouraged and offered by PRIME throughout the
week but are not mandatory.
PRIME also works with TOFC athletes, coaches, and parents to
insert group education sessions with either a Physician or
Physiotherapist discussing the following topics leading into
Season:

Yearly Training Plan
Preseason Training:
1.) Injury Prevention - Importance of physical care, home
exercises, stretching
2.) Importance of Rest and Recovery
3.) Sleep
4.) Diet and Nutrition
These topics become modified throughout the season based
on an evaluated demand or need as seen by the Technical
Director and coaches of TOFC. Further scheduled discussions
are inserted throughout the season as needed by the club.

Yearly Training Plan
Season Training Schedule:
7 Day Training Cycle –
Sessions are designed to Build up to Game Day to Optimize
Performance and decrease overuse injuries to athletes.
Day 1 - Technical Skills Training + Player Development. - Positional
Play + Game Knowledge.
- Modified preseason circuits, Maintain:
Balance,
Agility, Speed, Strength, Flexibility.
Day 2 - Active Recovery: Physio exercises and flexibility circuits.

Yearly Training Plan
Season Training Schedule:
Day 3 - Specialty Training Session with Brandt Fralick of PRIME.
- Speed Enhancement, Acceleration and Performance Training.
Day 4 - Technical Skills Training + Player Development. Positional Play and Game Knowledge
- Performance Preparation.
Day 5 - Active Recovery: Physio exercises and flexibility circuits.
Day 6 - GAME DAY
Day 7 - Rest/ Recovery - Full Day off.

